**Metal Pole**

- Pole Plate With Steel Band
- Conduit
- Pulling Elbow Type LB

**Concrete Pole**

- Pole Plate With Steel Band Or Lead Anchore and Bolts
- Conduit
- Pulling Elbow Type LB

**Wood Pole**

- Pole Plate With Steel Band
- Conduit
- Cap Bolt
- Pole Clamp

**Pole Mounted Cabinet**

- If necessary for cabinet mounting, require insulation or lining of cabinet shell be filled in with concrete and covered with a non-conductive cover plate.

**Base Mounted**

- Pole Mounted Interconnect Junction Box
- Junction Box
- Grounding Electrode
- Pull Box

**Notes**

1. The number, size and orientation of conduit heads will vary depending on site conditions or orientation. Two 1/2" PVC conduits in the direction of the centrel rear of the cabinet box, this is a pull box and capped with a weather tight fitting. If obstruction prevent the above conduit from exiting to the rear, or the rear of the cabinet is located in the FFW line, a 1/4" male end of the above conduit will have to be approved by the project engineer. All conduit capped ends shall be capped with a weather proof fitting.

2. Meet all grounding requirements of Section 600 of the Standard Specifications.

**Base Mounted Cabinet**

- Cabinet
- Ground Line Or Grade
- Conduit

**Base Mounted**

- PEDESTAL MOUNTED
- Cabinet
- Grounding Electrode